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From the Editor: Signs of Hope
Many people of good will are searching for ways of
sharing the spirit of acceptance and respect for others
that they have discovered within themselves. Despite
the media focus on bad news stories and on the pain
of violence, wars and non-acceptance of thousands
of refugees, many young people are committing
themselves to live lives of hope. The recent Youth
PoWR event (cf. special Youth PoWR insert) that we
helped coordinate brought several hundred young
people of eight different faiths together to share their
dreams of a better society and to commit themselves
to working for acceptance and empathy for others. The
energy within the group of young people on that night
was truly uplifting and the words they shared were
inspiring. They voted to focus care and acceptance for
refugees as their number one priority and will soon
deliver their proposals to civic and religious leaders.
One Sunday afternoon our CMI staff participated in a
Sydney Catholic parish’s afternoon panel discussion
(cf. Parish Afternoon Tea story p.2) with three Muslim
leaders. It became more apparent how much false
information about Islam has been spread through
some media outlets and there was a thirst for truth.
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At another event Sydney faithful of the three
Abrahamic faiths came together to discuss “Hate
Speech and Violence” (cf. Abraham Conference 2016
story p.2). This helped build an atmosphere of trust
and the desire to work together as faiths and build
more courage to speak out when we hear hate speech
in our local gatherings. Words have power and they
can bring life or pain and embarrassment.
Learning to be comfortable with difference and
developing empathy for refugees is a wonderful gift to
share with society, let alone helping our own personal
and psychological growth. The more we participate in
such honest discussions the more we can help break
down the stark, sharp group boundaries that some
politicians and others like to hide behind for some
kind of false sense of security. Choosing to participate,
to move out of one’s comfort zone, takes risk but it
builds the moral fibre our religious groups and society
need today. Small events such as working to support
refugees or a discussion over a meal or barbecue are
as important as the large events mentioned above, so
we all have choices to make every day to spread hate or
acceptance. The good thing coming out of the events
mentioned above is the desire many people have to
work with people of other faiths.

Brian Vale
Guest Editor

Mrs Jamila Hussain
Jamila Hussain, Photo Source: Jamlia
Hussain Facebook www.facebook.
com/jamila.hussain.16

The staff of the Columban Mission Institute send
our condolences to the family and friends of Mrs
Jamila Hussain on the occasion of her death. Jamila
was well known especially as a leader and pioneer
in the interfaith community and as a lawyer and
lecturer on Sharia (Islamic) law - she was always
pleased to help teach Islamic Law at Fr Patrick
McInerney’s tertiary classes on Islam. Jamila’s
vibrant and friendly presence will be sorely missed
at interfaith gatherings. On the day of her passing
Frs Brian and Patrick offered prayers for Jamila at
Mass, and Fr Brian Vale attended her funeral at
Auburn Gallipoli Mosque on 1 September.
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Abraham Conference Panel and Committee, Photo Source: Columban Mission Institute

Abraham Conference 2016

Nearly 150 people attended the Abraham Conference
on 21 August, 2016 held at the Uniting Church’s
Parramatta Mission Fellowship Hall. Columban
Mission Institute coordinates the planning of the
conference in partnership with the NSW Jewish
Board of Deputies and Sydney’s (Muslim) Affinity
Intercultural Foundation. Rabbi Dr Benjamin Elton
(centre in photo with hat), Chief Minister at The Great
Synagogue, Sydney, was keynote speaker on the
important topic of “Hate Speech and Violence”. He
used practical examples, such as the USA presidential
campaign and Brexit in the UK, to demonstrate the
power of words, how they live on and can cause pain
and embarrassment. Hate speech can also set a tone
and atmosphere which encourages misguided bigots
on the fringes of society to perform violent acts.
Two speakers from each of the Abrahamic faiths of
Judaism, Islam and Christianity formed a panel which
responded to questions from moderator David Knoll
AM. Many issues arose, such as the lack of protection
in NSW legislation against hate speech, inclusion of
gay/lesbian communities in religious discussions,
Islamophobia, incidents of racial and religious
vilification and the difficulty of dealing with some
of our religions’ sacred texts. The conference called
for people to host Interfaith Shared Meals after the
conference to continue the discussion and good will.

Eid Celebrations

Fr Patrick McInerney and Fr Brian Vale attended
prayers at Lakemba and Granville (Nabi Akram)
mosques for both Eid al-Fitr (6 July) and Eid al-Adha
(12 September) celebrations to pass on our greetings.
Fr Patrick greeted the Grand Mufti of Australia, Dr
Ibrahim Abu Mohammed, at Auburn’s Eid in the Park
and sent Eid congratulatory greetings to our Muslim
friends. Once again our staff enjoyed participating in
several wonderful iftar meals and Eid festivals.
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Interreligious Dialogue Workshops

In order to spread the mission of interreligious
dialogue and harmony, our staff are often invited to
present workshops to various churches, schools and
other audiences. The past few months have been a
positive time for this work with Fr Patrick McInerney
teaching a Semester 2 Inter-Religious Dialogue class at
the Catholic Institute of Sydney. Fr Patrick McInerney
and Fr Brian Vale presented several workshops on
Interreligious Dialogue to Catholic HSC Studies of
Religion groups on 27 June at Australian Catholic
University in Strathfield. Steff Fenton recently copresented at the Marist Sisters’ College Woolwich
Year 10 Social Justice Reflection Day on “Interfaith
Harmony & Islamophobia”. Fellow presenters were
Amna Karra-Hassan and Jeanette Boland from the
Australian Federal Police’s Sydney Community Liaison
Team.

Christians & Muslims, Friends & Neighbours:
Parish Afternoon Tea

On Sunday 7 August, 60 members of the French’s
Forest Catholic Parish gathered at St Anthony’s,
Terrey Hills for an afternoon tea and a facilitated
conversation with Muslim guests. Anne Lanyon from
CMI’s Peace, Ecology & Justice Centre welcomed
attendees to participate in a question-and-answer
discussion, moderated by CMR’s Fr Brian Vale.
Panel members included Fr Patrick McInerney and
Steff Fenton from CMR, Sydney Imams Sheik Youssef
Hassan and Sheikh Sonner, and Mrs Rayghaan
Kasmani from Together for Humanity. Church
members said it helped answer questions that people
wanted to ask but hadn’t had the opportunity to
present, and Muslim visitors were happy that people
were keen to meet them. Sheikh Hassan extended an
invitation to the parish to make a visit to his mosque,
which is currently being followed up.

Towards a more compassionate
and just society
03-09-16
Monte Sant’ Angelo Mercy College,
North Sydney

Youth PoWR is an initiative of the Columban Mission Institute
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Youth PoWR 2016: Sydney’s Youth Model Harmony, Compassion and

Youth PoWR Team 2016, Photo Source: Columban Mission Institute

2016 Cabinet (Coordinating Committee)
Ahmed Aboushabana
Islam
Avia Madar
Judaism
Balpreet Kaur
Sikhism
Cecilia So
Buddhism

Jasbinder Singh
Sikhism
Jayneil Shandil
Hinduism
Kamran Khalid
Islam
Patrick Osman
Eastern Christianity

Sarah Moshirian
Bahá’í Faith
Semisi Kailahi
Uniting Church Christianity
Steff Fenton
Anglican Christianity
Lachlan Mackie
Church of Jesus Christ Latter Day Saints

Special thanks to our mentors Fr Patrick McInerney & Fr Brian Vale

Youth PoWR was was funded by St Columbans Mission Society and the NSW Government through Multicultural NSW.
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Justice to the Rest of the World!
Just under 400 young people from diverse faith backgrounds met in Sydney for the largest interfaith event for
young people in Australia. Youth PoWR (Parliament of the World’s Religions) saw youth vote on and commit to
a message (pages 6-7) of common and critical concern: ‘Towards a More Compassionate & Just Society’.
Youth aged 17-35 from Aboriginal, Baha’i, Buddhist, Christian, Hindu, Jewish, Muslim, Sikh and no faiths were
represented with high energy on Saturday 3 September at Monte Sant’ Angelo Mercy College in North Sydney.
Speakers from these eight religions addressed the parliament, inspiring attendees through religious texts and
teachings.
In two sitting sessions, they voted on which social, political and environmental issues they want civic and
religious leaders to take concrete action (see pages 8-11 for results). Youth then wrote their own commitments
(pages 12-13) to build more compassion and justice in Australia, by working in harmony with each other.
As part of the proceedings, all the participants at Youth PoWR paused for one minute of silence, where,
amidst all of their differences, united in common devotion, everyone prayed, meditated and reflected together
on a shared vision.
A day after Youth PoWR, representatives from Christian, Hindu, Jewish & Muslim faiths went on ABC Radio’s
Sunday Nights (https://goo.gl/eZh1WJ) to discuss the social, environmental and political priorities of Australia’s
religious youth - the show has since been aired and podcasted across the world to tens of thousands of
listeners. Two weeks later, on Sunday 18 September, representatives from Baha’i, Christian and Muslim faiths
shared in a special Q&A event at the Australian Baha’i Temple’s International Day of Peace Service.
Presentations of the ‘Youth PoWR 2016 Message: Towards a More Compassionate & Just Society’ will
be made to a range of Australia’s politicians and religious organisations in the coming months. Many also
volunteered on the night to coordinate “Youth PoWR Action Groups” to carry out their commitments of
interfaith action.
Youth PoWR has not only given young people a platform to address concerns to their civic and religious
leaders. By committing to work together across their differences - differences which have, and continue to,
divide religious believers across the globe - these youth have also become a living model of interfaith harmony,
of paving the way in overcoming old prejudices and building a new world.

Youth PoWR participants, Photo Source: CMI
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Youth PoWR 2016: The Message

Towards a More Compassionate & Just Society
COMPASSION & JUSTICE

The Oxford Dictionary describes compassion as “concern for the sufferings or misfortunes of others” and
justice as “the quality of being fair and reasonable”.
A compassionate and just society upholds peace and equality for all - regardless of race, colour, religion, age,
disability, gender identity, sexuality, nationality or status - and care for all humans, creatures and the planet. As
an interdependent, interconnected world, we acknowledge that when one part suffers, we all suffer.

A RELIGIOUS CONCERN

For religious believers, it is impossible to imagine God, a Divine Source, a Sacred and Ultimate Reality, that is
unjust or uncaring. Injustice and indifference cannot flow from the Divine, the Creator, the One, the Source,
the All. Nor should injustice and indifference flow from any of our religions.
We are beneficiaries, witnesses and respondents to a divine standard of goodness. Our sacred texts instruct us
to “treat others as we wish to be treated.” Even more so, they open us to a transcendent call from beyond, to
be examples of compassion, justice and love in our world. This divine standard extends not only to one’s own
but also to those who are the other, the stranger.

“

To create a society in which we all work
together, hand in hand, we must truly
understand who it is that we are holding
hands with.” - Amy Shortland, Buddhism

Harpreet Singh, Sikhism

“

To effect meaningful change in the world
a dual transformation must take place,
a transformation that takes place in
the context of the individual and that of
society.”- Erfaun Oh, Baha’i

A COMMON CONCERN

Religious believers are not the sole proprietors of compassion and justice in the world. We acknowledge that
non-religious and secular persons and institutions also uphold justice and compassion in our society. This
includes holding religious persons and institutions to account when, not living up to our transcendent ideals,
we have caused harm.

“

We have been led to this place where we
share these collective visions for a just, fair
future together, with our neighbours, whom
we love.” - David Barrow, Christianity
Jayneil Shandil, Hinduism
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Youth PoWR Speakers

Kaleb Taylor, Aboriginal Spirituality

A LEADER’S CONCERN

We acknowledge our civic leaders who govern the secular state of Australia, where freedom of religion means
that no religion is established but all religions contribute to society. In our multi-religious society, your civic
responsibility is to serve the common good. This means enacting the values of justice and compassion in all
your decision-making and policies, upholding the dignity of the human person and respect for all beings.
We acknowledge our religious leaders, who received our religious traditions from past generations and
have handed them on to us. In our globalised world and multi-religious society, your religious responsibility
towards a more compassionate and just society is to highlight those saints, scholars and passages from our
sacred texts that promote inclusivity and hospitality to all, especially the poor and the stranger.
Our shared duty to defend equality, peace and care for all humans, creatures and the planet is one of
intergenerational responsibility.

A YOUNG PEOPLE’S CONCERN

Young people (aged 30 years or younger) represent 50% of the world’s population. We are the inheritors of the
world and society’s emerging leaders. As such, we have an opportunity and a responsibility to take charge of
the change we want to see in the world. As young people who live in a society of privilege, we have an even
greater responsibility to step up as leaders and use our resources for compassion and justice.
Formed by our religions, we care deeply about poverty, inequality, discrimination, violence, and the wanton
exploitation of people, animals and the environment. These concerns inspire us to respond to the call of the
Divine, moving us to build a more compassionate and just society.
We call on all Youth PoWR participants to recommit themselves to the transcendent elements of compassion
and justice in their faith traditions, in collaboration with young people from diverse faith traditions who
uphold the same values.

“

Every religion and spirituality is based on compassion
and almost every practice from praying, meditating
or fasting teaches us to fuel our soul and remember
those who are less fortunate and simply do good to
feel good.” - Rahaf Ahmed, Islam

According to our holy books, compassion is a divine
quality. Since we are modelled in the image of
G-d himself, we must ourselves be compassionate
beings as well. ” - Ashleigh Werner, Judaism

“

Youth PoWR Speaker Rahaf Ahmed with team
members Jasbinder Singh and Avia Madar,
Photo Source: CMI
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Youth PoWR 2016: Proposals to Civic Leaders
To build a more compassionate and just society, we, the members of Youth PoWR 2016, propose
to our civic leaders the following:
1

Refugees: In the name of justice, compassion and a “fair go” for those driven out of
their homes, ashamed that mandatory and indefinite detention and off-shore processing
of asylum seekers on Nauru and Manus Island further harm refugees who are already
traumatised, we ask for the immediate end to these inhumane practices; and that the
Humanitarian Programme be increased to 20,000 places per annum, of which 12,000 be
allocated for refugees.

2

Racism & Discrimination: In the name of justice, compassion and social harmony, in
accord with the human dignity of all citizens and their rights and responsibilities, we ask
you to affirm, support and strengthen the values and practice of multiculturalism; to
model civil discourse; to challenge divisive and inflammatory speech; to ensure all citizens
legal protection against all forms of unjust discrimination; and to model inclusiveness by
incorporating diversity at all levels of government.

3

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples: In the name of justice and reconciliation,
we ask you to enshrine in our nation’s foundational documents, clear and unequivocal
recognition of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples as the First Peoples of
Australia; and to legislate practical ways to affirm their past, present and future
contribution to society.

4

Domestic Violence: In the name of justice, compassion, safety and protection for citizens
threatened by domestic violence, we ask you to restore funding to community legal
centres and crisis accommodation; to ensure legal and financial support for vulnerable
women and children; and to strengthen legal procedures so that perpetrators are held to
account.

5 Environment: In the name of planetary sustainability for present and future generations,
since earth is our common home, since we have no planet B, we ask you to acknowledge
the reality and the urgency of the ecological crisis and climate change; to denounce
deniers who peddle ignorance and confusion; to legislate targets to reduce the emission
of greenhouse gases to 40-60% of 2000 levels; and to move as soon as possible to a postcarbon economy based on clean, safe and renewable energies.

17.9%

14.7%

11.5%
11.2%
10.8%

Hawraa Kash, Bankstown Poetry Slam, Photo Source: CMI + Aboriginal Welcome to Country, Saint Ignatius’ College
Riverview, Photo Source: CMI
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6

Global Poverty: In the name of justice and compassion for the poor who are the majority
of the world’s population, in a globalised world where the suffering of one diminishes
all, living in a country of wealth and privilege, ashamed that the national aid budget is at
a record low, we ask that cuts be reversed and overseas aid increased so that Australia
makes an equitable and responsible contribution towards achieving the UN 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development.

7

Religious Freedom: In the name of justice, as a pluralist society with a secular
constitution, we ask you to uphold freedom of belief by ensuring that all individuals
and organisations are protected from vilification; that the legitimate concerns of
religious believers are given equal respect along with those of all other citizens; and that
education include a balanced account of the role and contribution of religions to society.

8

Mental Health: In the name of care and compassion for those who suffer mental illness,
we ask for awareness and educational programs to end the stigma and discrimination
that compound the harm; and for increased finances to provide targeted mental health
services to support people based on their individual needs, especially in schools.

7.7%

9

Gender Equality: In the name of justice and respect for the equal dignity of all persons,
we ask you to promote the equal participation of women in society; and to model this in
practice by committing to equal gender representation at all levels of government and
civil service.

4.4%

10 Income Equality: In the name of justice and compassion for the poor in Australia, we
ask you to ensure that the wealthiest individuals and corporations pay their fair share of
tax; that government-funded educational, social and health services benefit those most
in need; and that you model financial responsibility by exercising restraint in your use of
taxpayer-funded entitlements.

9.5%

7.9%

4.4%

Youth PoWR Participants, Photo Source: CMI
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Youth PoWR 2016: Proposals to Religious Leaders
To build a more compassionate and just society, we, the members of Youth PoWR 2016, propose
to our religious leaders the following:
1

Racism & Discrimination: In the spirit of multi-religious harmony, we ask you to lead our
local faith communities out of isolation by acknowledging and appreciating the spiritual
practices of others; to foster interfaith relations by highlighting those sacred persons,
texts and teachings in our religions that promote knowledge, respect, understanding
and collaboration with believers from other religions; and to model this outreach in your
personal relations with other religious leaders.

2

Refugees: In the spirit of compassion for those driven out of their homes—especially
since in our sacred histories and sacred texts the divine often appears in the guise of
the stranger, the suffering and the exile—we ask you to utilise these sacred sources to
inspire local faith communities to a more compassionate response to asylum seekers;
to affirm that the transcendent source of their human dignity is the ultimate basis
of advocacy for their rights; and to make religious institutions available to welcome
refugees and help them settle into society.

3

Domestic Violence: In the spirit of justice and respect for the dignity of all persons and
to preserve the home as a place of sanctuary, security, love, growth and happiness for
both parents and children, we ask you to uphold an unwavering and steadfast “no” to
all forms of violence and abuse as absolutely unacceptable; to refute distorted customs
that tolerate or encourage aggression towards others; and to promote White Ribbon
Day in our religious institutions and places of worship.

4

Gender Equality: In the spirit of justice, since in our sacred texts, men and women
are equally images of the divine, though patriarchal cultures have often subverted
this message, we ask you to recover and promote the original message of equality by
highlighting the inspirational contribution of women in our religious histories, texts and
traditions; and to show it in practice by including women in leadership and decisionmaking roles in all our religious institutions.

Youth PoWR Participants, Photo Source: CMI
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16.6%

16.2%

14.3%

11.5%

5

Poverty in Australia & Overseas: In the spirit of compassion and justice, since in our
sacred texts, care for the poor is a sacred duty which determines our eternal destiny,
we ask you to use your religious authority to encourage our faith communities to
give more generously of their time, talent and money to charitable causes; to ensure
that celebrations of religious occasions reflect simplicity; and to ensure that religious
institutions serve the poor and needy as originally intended.

6

Environment: In a spirit of responsible stewardship, as people who believe that the
earth is a sacred gift and that we have a responsibility to respect and nurture all beings,
we ask you to provide religiously-inspired teaching on respect for our common home;
and to lead the way in transitioning all our religious institutions and places of worship to
ecologically sustainable practices e.g. reduce, reuse, recycle, renewable energy.

7

Mental Health: In the spirit of compassion for those who suffer mental illness, we ask
you to create awareness and support networks in our faith communities to monitor
the wellbeing of people and their carers; to promote professional standards by funding
training in pastoral care for school, hospital and prison chaplains; and to provide the best
possible pastoral care by availing of psychologists and counsellors in meeting peoples’
needs.

8

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples: In the spirit of justice and reconciliation,
we ask that all major religious celebrations and all places of worship include an
acknowledgement of the local indigenous peoples; that you partner with indigenous
members of your faith communities in providing services; and that you encourage
indigenous leadership to ensure the handing on of Aboriginal wisdom as the original
custodians of this land and the oldest, living culture in the world.

11.1%

10.9%
10.7%

8.8%

Fr Brian Vale, Mr Jihad Dib MP, Fr Patrick McInerney & Ahmed Besher Hegazihmed, Photo Source: CMI + Youth PoWR MCs Ahmed
Aboushabana & Steff Fenton, Photo Source: CMI
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Youth PoWR 2016: Youth Commitments
To build a more compassionate and just society, we, the members of Youth PoWR 2016, commit to
the following:

• We will work together through joint volunteer work, for example, through community outreach and
homeless kitchens.
• We will expand the engagement of interfaith dialogue in our faith communities by bringing someone to
Youth PoWR next year and to another interfaith event in the coming year.
• We will push back against the media's negative perception of minority groups, which spreads discrimination,
hatred and racism within society. Instead, we will promote accurate information that has been published
from transparent sources.
• We will share the message of equality.
• We will fix the lack of communication on Aboriginal Rights by having conversations and speaking out.
• We will take every opportunity to participate in dialogue and relationship building with people from
different backgrounds and encourage each other to do this.
• We will, as a group, organise a forum based at the Sikh Temple in Glenwood on the topic of refugees where
speakers share asylum seekers stories. It will be an interfaith forum, and learning about each other's faith
will be a by-product of the event.
• We will be open and positive about other perspectives and broaden our understanding of other people's
difficulties, not only to tolerate them but in order to find common ground with them.
• We will love for the sake of love, out of the goodness of our hearts, and not for the sake of being loved back.
• We will take the risk to embrace the “stranger”, to be personal, to be positive and to smile.
• We will find someone with a different religious background to our own and have a conversation about what
we believe and why; we will listen to their individual life experiences.
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• We will seek out opportunities to
mentor other young people via
community centres/services,
universities and religious groups,
to include youth in interfaith
dialogue.
• We will make small changes in
everyday life, and create positive
change within.
• We will embrace all cultures through
public awareness, from childhood
education through to high school
and university. Have more cultural
festivals, public holidays for different
religions such as Ramadan etc.
• We will listen with open-mindedness at community and religious events, for example, a Buddhist speaker on
Mercy at a Christian church event.
• We will not only learn ourselves but teach and share our knowledge with others.
• We will create interfaith dialogue on every street in Australia.
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News From the World

Photo Source: Australian National Imams Council Facebook

Muslim Leaders Offer Condolences After the
Tragic Killing of Fr Hamel

Representatives from the Australian National Imams
Council (ANIC), including the Grand Mufti of Australia,
Dr Ibrahim Abu Mohamad (second from left) and the
President of ANIC, Imam Shady Alsuleiman (second
from right), Dr Fedaa Majzoub and Imam Taher
Michroui, visited the Catholic Archbishop of Sydney,
Anthony Fisher, at St Mary’s Cathedral on 28 July to
convey their sincere condolences for the 26 July tragic
killing of 86 year old French priest, Fr Jacques Hamel.
The so-called “Islamic State” claimed responsibility
for the brutal attack by two young Muslims that
took place during Mass in his parish near Rouen.
Imam Shady emphasised: “This is a time of unity and
solidarity, a time that we must be strong and wise and
not fall into the trap set by extreme groups who plot
to turn us against each other”. In the ensuing days
Muslims and Jews in French, Italian and British cities
flocked to attend Masses in their respective countries
and joined vigils in remembrance of Fr Hamel in
important gestures of fraternity & interfaith solidarity.

Religion: Way of War or Path to Peace?

On 26 June 2016 the World Council of Churches
(WCC) Central Committee met in Trondheim, Norway
to address the above mentioned topic. The session
was reported on by Marcelo Schneider and features
analyses of geopolitical, interreligious and theological
aspects of religion and violence with a mind to policy
development.
For more information see: https://goo.gl/svpv6T

Islamophobia is a Multimillion-Dollar Industry

On 24 June 2016, Al Jazeera’s Ryan Rifai referred to a
fresh joint report by the Council on American-Islamic
Relations (CAIR) and the University of California,
Berkeley, which states that more than $200 million
was spent towards promoting “fear and hatred” of
Muslims in the United States by various organisations
between 2008 and 2013.

A spokesman for CAIR, Wilfredo Amr Ruiz, said that
in this industry people are making millions per year
promoting Islamophobia which fuels an environment
of distrust among the American public and poses
For more information see: https://goo.gl/ZrYmpJ dangers such as a rise in hate crimes and anti-Islamic
legislation. Catholic media outlets in the USA may
Vatican Officials Meet Al-Azhar University
also be part of the problem rather than part of the
Officials in Cairo
solution as a recent survey entitled “Dialogue and
Following on from the visit of the Grand Imam of
Danger: Report on American Catholic Public Opinion
Al-Azhar Mosque, Sheik Ahmed el-Tayyib, with Pope
and Portrayals of Islam” suggests.
Francis in Rome last May, officials held an initial
For more information see: https://goo.gl/qvjwuM
meeting in July in Cairo to begin the resumption of
			
and https://goo.gl/b6WyZL
dialogue between the Vatican’s Pontifical Council
for Interreligious Dialogue and Cairo’s Al-Azhar
University.
For more information see: https://goo.gl/1GtSuf
			
and https://goo.gl/rokzI2
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What’s coming up
22-29 October:

National Unity Week, www.nationalunityweek.org.au

29 October:
National Mosque Open Day, Lebanese Muslim Association
			www.lma.org.au/national-mosque-open-day
		
1 November:
All Saints Day (Catholic Christian)
9 November:

Kristallnacht Commemoration, 6pm - Sydney Jewish Museum

9 November:

Advent begins (Orthodox Christian)

23 November:

Feast Day of St Columban (Catholic Christian)		

29 November:

Advent begins (Western Christian)

8 December:		

Immaculate Conception (Catholic Christian)
10 December:
				

Mawlid al-Nabi (Birth of the
Prophet Muhammad) (Islam)

25 December:

Christmas (Western Christian)

24 Dec - 1 January: Hanukkah (Judaism)
1 January: 		
				

Solemnity of Mary, Mother of
God (Catholic Christian)

7 January: 		

Christmas (Orthodox Christian)
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